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Levvis VVay's recent
reopens the discussion on the
\vhich Adler holds in the field of
Inedicine,
and education. The vast majority
and
of
psychiatrists believe that i\dler's theories on hUlnan behavior and mental disease are too superficial to be taken seriously. In recent \..... ~,,'- . .,'J'-J.L~U
of psychology Pl.dler has usually received deferential but cursory
treatn1.ent. His successes with children are sometimes mentioned.
Various authors, where referring to hiln, n1ention "organ inferiority,"
'\:vill-to-po\ver," "inferiority complex," and "social interest." In a recent
issue of the Arch£ves of Neurology and J)sychiatrYJ a psychiatrist
writes, "The Adlerian theory with its restricted concept of
defects ignores the broader ideational types of personality inadequacy
feelings." 2 Such complete misinterpretation is not Ul1COlnnl.Oll. The
Adlerian theory has been so attacked and twisted that many
inent psychiatrists who lean heavily to\vard Adler are afraid to
this because Adler is "unfashionable."
In spite of this, the Adlerian concepts gain steady headway for two
reasons. First, they offer an understanding of the individual in his
actual setting as a social organisrn rather than as a mass of . . . ~.~.~""~_A~'_4
urges fighting vvith the environment; secondly, the Adlerian
is much more useful in short-term psychotherapy and group therapy
than any previous ll1ethod of dynan1ic psychotherapy. Until the midforties many Arnerican psychiatrists who held to a dynamic psychology
labored under the n1echanistic concept that life was a struggle
the
individual to fulfill his needs, sexual or otherwise, and that neuroses
"vere caused by the "repression" into the "unconscious" of unacceptable
desires or "wishes" \vhich then set up a conflict with a censoring conPlace in PS}JchologY:1 by Lewis vVay, George .A.llen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1950; Introduction by Alexandra A.dler, 334 pp. with index, 18s.
2 Darn1stadter, H. J. "The Superiority Attitude and Rigidity of Ideas," ArcltivCJ
of Neurol. & Psychiat., 61; 621, June, 1949.
1 Adler's
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science. A theory of the individual as a social unit became more ac..
ceptable when Karen Horney and members of the William Alanson
White school envisioned neurosis as a cultural disease, a point which
Adler had made in his 1914 lectures on Individual Psychology.
There is another reason
the existence of so much misunderstanding about Adlerian theory. Adler, like
came from a mechanistic tradition of medicine. Disease had a cause (germs, etc.)
the disease itself was merely the result. Germ
body == disease" In
effect Freud said "biological urge" (libidinous or aggressive)
repression by the ego or super-ego == neurosis.
of
same
tradition, said "organ-inferiority"
attempt to compensate in a mistaken way === neurosis. Now it is important to remember
,vas Adler's theory as of 1908 to 1912. The first modification was
ing of inferiority"
mistaken attempt to compensate == neurosis.
This included the idea that the individual need not assume that
is
inferior in any situation; however, if his attitude is "I am inferior,"
then he feels it necessary to compensate. The next modification came
in 1916 when Adler shifted his emphasis
Hwill to power" to
uGemeinschaftsgefuhl. n At
point Adler recognized the "\vill to
power" as a mistaken attempt to compensate
a feeling of personal
a feeling of not belonging to or not
inadequacy which grew out
being acceptable to society
the family, mother, father, friends,
etc.). This concept is well discussed in Understanding Hun1.an Nature,
Wllat Life Should Mean to
Social Interest) etc. The following
diagram illustrates the final fornl of the theory.
ATTITUDE: I am inferior leads to I don't belong leads to I have to compensate.
leads to
EMOTION:
feeling of inadequacy, anxiety about personal security, hope.-

+

+

+

+

leads to
ACTION:

lessness.
atte~pt

to compensate, actively (useful or useless), or passively,

evaSIon.

If this occurs in every person, \vhat then causes neurosis? After
having expressed the concept that our emotions and actions are motivated by our basic attitudes, Adler then adds the holistic, non-deterministic and non-mechanistic idea that the attitudes themselves are
based on the "courage" with which an individual meets life. The individual himself decides whether he will have a courageous or a discouraged attitude to life. Thus
Discouraged attitude leads to feelings of inferiority or hopelessness and increased frustration leads to actions of a discouraged individual = Neurosis.
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emotions are

concept of
gross mistake that Mr.
The overdevelopment of an organ is
a sign of inferiority. It is
not the strain of singing or speaking which causes opera stars and orators
to suffer from hoarseness, but the original larynx inferiority \vhich may
draw them tovvards these professions.

This is a generalized statement, unsound in the eyes of any physician.
Mr. Way goes on to discuss other ideas which Adler included in
monograph, forgetting that these ideas are not only unacceptable to
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medicine but that Adler's later concepts had ~AUlI""'<uLJl.
ideas.
reading this chapter
be
'IL..a.JU~""''UL
.i\dler
inferiority to be at the
of all neurosis or all
disease. Present
Adlerians
do not believe any such
respond nlore
to
but to
take the attitude
all neurosjs is due to the weakness of an organ
~"';,""",,7"'\Is:::>t-t=>I",(T mistaken and
of vie\v.
'UL""" ......
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conceal an
he succumbs to the mechanr - r ....
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Adlerian
that the
inferior uses the emot£on
in order to act in a vvay consistent vvith its attitudes.
1-ihe author speaks about "conversion neurosis" in
Here
he conveys the idea that
causes
person to convert the anxiety, etc., into a symptom. The
'\Thole idea of conversion of anxiety is contradictory to a holistic con..
r.rl1rlrpfr.... t-

neurOSIS.

the chapters on social interest, problems in practical . . . . . . . .
social ideals and rival schools, Mr.
writes \vith the
from h~rd.n., ~,.,..
force and clarity he has when he stays
shows fanliliaritv with Adler's works
ideals
too nluch familiarity with the early works
p
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Chapter
"Problems of Practical
one in this reviewer's opinion.
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" is an especially

The critique is a
X is a critique
than in America
one but n1.ore applicable to
in
where there has already been a break with the
American analysts.
the offending chapters were
Adlerian
As it is we
with a "'.. . ""~',~rr
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